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278319 Implemented POS Priority Camera settings

274398
Added functionality for VIGIL Integrity service to monitor the existence of some SQL reg 
keys and recreate them as needed

274349 Optimized VIGIL system SQL dependencies 

274330
Implemented system to re-attempt to obtain status of NC / NO, with delays between 
attempts, for HIK DIO initialization failures

269033 
Added verbose logging for HIK DIO initialization to improve troubleshooting capacity for 
possible DIO issues 

286139 
Fixed issue where cameras linked to a motion alarm are not recording in alarm mode as 
expected.  

283963 Fixed issue where VIGIL will stop interacting with CPRO capture cards after a shutdown 
283962 Fixed issue where camera FPS change from "Set by Camera" to 1 FPS  

283591 
Fixed issue where VIGIL Video Viewer’s Motion Channel display feature was failing to 
function 

280254 Fixed issue causing UPnP detection to fail

278643
Fixed issue where Dual HV capture cards system registered for 24 hybrid channels will 
crash VIGIL Server

278166 Fixed issue where VX-20M-SURROUND-OD-RAW zoom control only works on channel 1

277956 Fixed issue with Axis Q3819-PVE camera decoding
274387 Fixed issue where, after a clean install, Sentinel warns about F:\Audio not being found.

273979
Fixed issue where, when updating VIGIL Server from 11.60.003 ->12.00.0200 with HIK 
Capture Card DS-4308, the system would fail to function. 

271950
Fixed issue where Digital Input Email Notifications were getting flagged with V-POS Event 
Flags

271946
Fixed issue where Video Loss Email Notifications were getting flagged with V-POS Event 
Flags

271927
Fixed issue where POS/ATM Data Email Notifications were getting flagged with V-POS 
Event Flags

271139
Fixed issue where V-POS Event Flags are being populated even with non V-POS Event Flag 
type being selected

271135
Fixed issue where V-POS Event Flags - If more then 1 notification type of V-POS Event Flags 
are added it will break email notification for V-POS Event Flags
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271074
Fixed issue where Email Notification Type V-POS Event Flag Does Not Apply Event Flag 
Correctly

270502 Fixed issue where users created with remote user creation are not associated with a group 

276761 Fixed issue causing remote quick exports to throw errors when writing to DVD

274690
Fixed issue where changing the Capture Resolution or Maximum Recording Speed results 
in the user having no method of saving the new settings as the Apply and OK buttons fail to 
function as expected

274639
Fixed issue, where, when connected to two different servers simultaneously and 
attempting to open the server settings, client throws an Unhandled exception

269038
Fixed issue where, in Client v12, making settings changes to V11.00.0100 or older Servers 
disables channel 1

269035
Fixed issue where the Quick exports "Start Export" button does nothing when a DVD drive 
is selected

282522 Added per site logging for debug purposes
255261 Integrated VIGIL VCM with SNow API / ServiceNow

283099 Fixed issue where VIGIL-Analytics.DVR database table may fail update for all servers
281533 Fixed issue causing SVCVCM deadlock during server list save process

276265
Fixed issue where buttons in Search Severs form are not disabled when no server data is 
present

269036
Fixed issue where, under some configurations, Active directory manager continuously 
attempts to log into VIGIL-DVR database on the local VCM Server

282556 Add DHCP settings support for VISIX Gen III Cameras

273998
Fixed issue where Custom TCP Ports entered on the database Settings tab of the VIGIL 
Server Database Utility would not apply properly
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274371
Fixed issue where the VIGIL  Database backup utility was allowing backups to be written to 
OS drives

284299 Extended camera channel limit to 256.


